Abstract: It would appear that Czesław
(albeit covertly) with the "spirit of Conrad" 6 -an author who, as Miłosz observes in his 1957 essay entitled Joseph Conrad in Polish Eyes, 7 was immediately blacklisted as an ideological enemy and a "depraver of youth" by postwar Polish Stalinists, who accused him of being an "incorrigible exponent of western civilisation."
In the same essay, Miłosz writes that the communist apparatchiks saw Conrad above all as a champion of the "aristocratic scale of values, dear to [his] sailors, pirates and soldiers," which "was not compatible with the creation of individuals completely subservient to the State." They therefore proceeded to undermine his good standing with Polish readers by accusing him of cosmopolitanism and by grossly distorting his moral stance -claiming, for instance, that "when he depicted a crew's loyalty towards its captain and ship, he was in reality serving the interests of the ships' owners." 8 The very fact that Conrad's works were once again being published in Poland after 1955 was, Miłosz notes, a sure sign of the authenticity of the current political "thaw." 9 The last word of this essay -"autocracy" -might well be an allusion to Conrad's political essay entitled Autocracy and War (1905) , in which the author contrasts Russian and Prussian autocracy with the ideal of liberal democracy. Miłosz concludes his article with the following observation: " […] by a strange detour, his father's wishes in giving him the name Konrad were fi nally fulfi lled. The son who did not want to assume a burden that had crushed his father had nevertheless become the defender of freedom against the blights of autocracy." 10 In his own essay, Conrad writes that Russian autocracy is based on "the brutal destruction of dignity, of truth, of rectitude, of all that is faithful in human nature."
In his poem entitled A Treatise on Poetry (Traktat poetycki -1957) Miłosz distinctly suggests that it was Conrad who -in Heart of Darkness, which was written at the turn of the century -fi rst mapped out and analysed the chain of events that would lead to slaughter on a massive scale on the continent of Europe:
[…] The moment still exists When, in a deserted street, in humid Brussels, He walked slowly up the marble stairs And pushed a bell marked by the letter S, The Anonymous Society, listened to the silence, Entered. Two women, knitting, pulled at threadsThey seemed to him Parcae -, then put away Their skeins and gestured toward a door, Behind which rose the managing director, Also anonymous, to shake his hand. It was in this way that Joseph Conrad Came to captain a steamer on the Congo, As was fated. For those who would hear it, His tale of a jungle river was a warning: One of the civilizers, a madman named Kurtz, A gatherer of ivory stained with blood, Scribbled in the margin of his report On the Light of Culture: "The horror." And climbed Into the twentieth century.
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In 1957 Miłosz also published an essay entitled Stereotyp u Conrada (Conrad's Stereotypes) , 13 in which he discusses the subject of the image of the Russian in the Polish national consciousness. In the previous year he had published an essay devoted to Conrad's father, in which he writes that Conrad's 1916 memorandum on the Polish question is ample proof that "Conrad did remain faithful in his own way to an idea without a tomorrow" 14 -i.e. the "lost cause" 15 of Polish independence. All these 12 Miłosz. New and Collected Poems (1931-2002) Conrad' s political views, which refl ect the typical pattern of Polish political sensibility rooted in the experience of Russia as "a barbaric and servile autocracy with a totally alien civilisation; this aversion embraces equally the Russian promoters of autocracy and the revolutionaries who fi ght against it. Yet in spite of this a Pole bears the Russian people no ill-will and often his feelings towards them are those of sympathy" (ibid., pp. 283-284). Miłosz also discovers this pattern in his own consciousness and considers it to be typical of Poles living in the eastern borderlands. Later the poet identifi es its source as being an archetype rooted in the national memory and draws attention to Adam Mickiewicz's Digression (Ustęp) to the third and fi nal part of his Forefathers' Eve (Dziady) as well as to Conrad' Press, 1977, p. 184; Cf. Czesław Milosz. "Apollo Nałęcz Korzeniowski" (1956) . [In:] idem. Prywatne obowiązki. Kraków: Znak, 2001, p. 287 . 15 Cf. J. Conrad to R.B. Cunninghame Graham, 8 th February 1899: "Moi je regarde l'avenir du fond d'un passé très noir et je trouve que rien ne m'est permis hormis la fi délité à une cause absolument per-texts bear eloquent testimony to the fact that -in the poet's mind -the cause of human freedom, which fi gures so prominently in the fi rst decade of Miłosz's postwar output, was in those years inextricably bound up with the name of Joseph Conrad.
The Treatise on Morality was written in America in 1947, at a time when there was a growing fascination with Conrad. 16 It was published in 1948 in the Polish Twórczość literary magazine, "just before the onset of socialist realism." 17 In his 1983 interview with Renata Gorczyńska, Miłosz describes this work as being not only a thinly veiled satire on socialist realism, but also the original fi rst sketch for The Captive Mind (1953) . 18 Shortly after the Treatise on Morality was published, Miłosz -having been overcome by a sense of hopelessness and an all-pervading fear, 19 and now faced with the real threat of mental enslavement -took the decision to defect to the West and become an émigré.
20
At fi rst sight, the traditional form of the Treatise on Morality -shot through as it is with satire and sarcasm -may seem to have been inspired by Swift.
21 Many elements, however -including the fi nal envoi / punchline: Idźmy w pokoju, ludzie prości. Przed nami jest -"Jądro ciemności".
22
Let us go in peace, we the simple-hearted, For before us lies … the "Heart of Darkness".
23
-would seem to indicate that the main optic through which Miłosz viewed the political situation of his day were the works of Joseph Conrad (and Heart of Darkness due, à une idée sans avenir." The Collected Letters of Joseph Conrad, vol Miłosz. New and Collected Poems (1931-2002 27 which among other things speaks of the "complete and ineradicable incompatibility" between "Polonism" and "Russian Slavonism," 28 which is forever bent on the ruthless subjugation of individuals and entire nations alike.
29
The Treatise on Morality also alludes to other works by Conrad, 30 including his volume of autobiographical reminiscences, which encompass the Polish national uprisings and the author's childhood, which was overshadowed by the "great empire" and the personal tragedy of his parents, whose bitter lot he shared in their exile. Some Polish critics would go as far as to say that the entire Treatise on Morality is a commentary to one "well-known and somewhat disturbing sentence" 31 in Conrad's reminiscences. This sentence neatly conveys the writer's irreverent attitude to ethical theories of history, as well as his apparent belief that "all human values are of man's own making":
32
The ethical view of the universe involves us at last in so many cruel and absurd contradictions, where the last vestiges of faith, hope, charity, and even of reason itself, seem ready to perish, that I have come to suspect that the aim of creation cannot be ethical at all. I would fondly believe that its object is purely spectacular: a spectacle for awe, love, adoration, or hate, if you like, but in this view -and in this view alone -never for despair! Polskiej, 1930, vol. 6 . The Polish title had been suggested by Conrad. Cf. Conrad. Dzieła, ed. cit., vol. 6: Młodość i inne opowiadania (1972 From the very beginning of the Treatise on Morality Conrad functions as an essential and recognizable, albeit covert reference point for the poem's subject matter. In the confrontation with evil, he would seem to personify the incisive yet empathetic wisdom of the Stoics, who advocated inner calm in the face of sudden and unexpected misfortunes and cautioned against yielding to any form of hubris or "unbridled emotionalism," 34 i.e. either to "senseless desperation provoked by senseless tyranny" 35 or to "do-nothing heroics." 36
AN ANALYSIS OF THE TREATISE ON MORALITY IN THE CONTEXT OF CONRAD'S WORK
The fi rst stanza of the Treatise on Morality, with its gloomy image of the "socalled dawn of peace," takes us back to the The Arrow of Gold and its Author's Note, in which Conrad says: "The Arrow of Gold is my fi rst after-the-war publication. The writing of it was begun in the autumn of 1917 and fi nished in the summer of 1918. Its memory is associated with that of the darkest hour of the war, which, in accordance with the well known proverb, preceded the dawn -the dawn of peace." 37 In common with the autobiographical The Mirror of the Sea, the novel has "the quality of initiation (through an ordeal which required some resolution to face) into the life of passion."
38
The overriding task of the moment for the protagonist of the Treatise on Morality -who sees himself as being bereft of the attributes of leader and prophet -is to save the Earth from annihilation -something which is now a distinct possibility, given that the "so-called dawn of peace" has destroyed people's faith in the moral sense of history, as well as their hopes for a better future, bringing instead bitterness, mutual distrust and indifference. His introductory questions, which refl ect everyone's anxieties, are therefore immediately followed by comments brimming with ironic allusions:
A TREATISE ON MORALITY "O poet, where is our salvation? Is there anything that can save the Earth? What good has come of the so-called dawn of peace? Bindweed now grows over the ruins, Our hopes are full of bitterness, while our hearts are secretive, And I doubt that it has aroused any compassion."
The fi rst stanza of the Treatise on Morality is a kind of exposition that presents a double moral threat -external and internal -as in Conrad's Typhoon. It also alludes to Conrad's words in the preface to The Nigger of the Narcissus:
[…] the artist appeals to that part of our being which is not dependent on wisdom: to that in us which is a gift and not an acquisition -and, therefore, more permanently enduring. He speaks to our capacity for delight and wonder, to the sense of mystery surrounding our lives; to our sense of pity, and beauty, and pain; to the latent feeling of fellowship with all creation -and to the subtle but invincible conviction of solidarity that knits together the loneliness of innumerable hearts: to the solidarity in dreams, in joy, in sorrow, in aspirations, in illusions, in hope, in fear, which binds men to each other, which binds together all humanity -the dead to the living and the living to the unborn.
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According to Conrad, it is this solidarity and empathy that binds together "a few individuals out of all the disregarded multitude of the bewildered, the simple and the voiceless," enabling them to act together in order to come through an ordeal.
40
These words, which many critics hold to be Conrad's artistic creed, would -in the Treatise on Morality -seem to be a reference point for an examination of the role of the poet in the search for a way to save the world from annihilation. Not without some irony, the protagonist tries to exhort his readers -who, like the crew of the Narcissus are "bewildered, simple and voiceless" -to overcome their "inner paralysis" caused by boredom and fear 41 and to return to the most basic human emotional refl exes and duties in order to work together for the common good, as "a gauge of perpetual renewal, and an undying hope for the species." 42 This can only be achieved, however, by accepting the need for a particular kind of intellectual discipline -"the discipline of elimination," as Miłosz terms it -which requires that one reject all views of life and history that are based on illusion or smack of deceit, as -instead of setting the world to rights -they merely destroy our innate sense of community, bringing in their wake annihilation and death: These lines also acquire their full meaning in the context of the writings of Conrad, who viewed revolutionary intellectual trends and utopian sociopolitical doctrineswhose results were quite unpredictable -with extreme scepticism. He was of the opinion that all advocates of such 'corner-cutting' ideas were invariably people who were full of vanity and who themselves were loathe to make any kind of personal effort:
The majority of revolutionists are the enemies of discipline and fatigue mostly. There are natures too, to whose sense of justice the price exacted looms up monstrously enormous, odious, oppressive, worrying, humiliating, extortionate, intolerable. Those are the fanatics. The remaining portion of social rebels is accounted for by vanity, the mother of all noble and vile illusions, the companion of poets, reformers, charlatans, prophets, and incendiaries. 43 The "discipline of elimination" prescribed by Miłosz ensures that all ideologies are kept at a safe, Conradian distance and are made to stand the test of time -to see whether or not they improve the lot of ordinary people. In Conrad's own words:
The true greatness of a State […] is a matter of logical growth, of faith and courage. Its inspiration springs from the constructive instinct of the people, governed by the strong hand of a collective conscience and voiced in the wisdom and counsel of men who seldom reap the reward of gratitude. […] That the position of a State in reference to the moral methods of its development can be seen only historically, is true.
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The protagonist of the Treatise on Morality would seem to echo Conrad's view that many radical blueprints for a better world fail because they are based on the illusion of a future reality 45 rather than on experience and on a knowledge of human nature, which never changes. 46 In the Treatise on Morality, which foreshadows The Captive Mind, Miłosz for the fi rst time and with great clarity warns his readers against succumbing to the mental enslavement offered by contemporary totalitarian ideologies purporting to be refl ections of scientifi c truth. He also warns against the mindless imitation of advocates of violence and the use of force, for these -as Conrad himself discovered -for their short-term gains are willing to forego the timeless, "simple" principles of human conduct, while their destructive ambitions lead them to "climb upward on the miseries or credulities of mankind."
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The main line of reasoning in the Treatise on Morality would seem to echo Conrad's dictum that "[…] the world, the temporal world, rests on a few very simple ideas; so simple that they must be as old as the hills. It rests notably, among others, on the idea of Fidelity." 48 In Conradian terms, this concept -which Polish critics were quick to note 49 -means (according to Zdzisław Najder) fi rst and foremost "fidelity to human solidarity and fi delity to mankind's moral heritage". 50 Like Miłosz, Conrad contrasts this kind of fi delity with the spirit of revolution, which "is mighty convenient in this, that it frees one from all scruples as regards ideas. Its hard, absolute optimism is repulsive to my mind by the menace of fanaticism and intolerance it contains."
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In the third stanza of the Treatise on Morality Miłosz invokes the testimony of two Greek historians -the mythologising Herodotus and the more complex Thucydides, author of the History of the Peloponnesian War and the father of critical historiography, i.e. history that is based not on legend, but on a knowledge of human nature and the reconstruction of real events on the strength of evidence given by eye-witnesses. This methodology can also be seen in Conrad's fi ctional works, e.g. in Nostromo, which reveals the reproducible mechanism of revolutions and armed confl icts, whose origins lie in people's illusions, unfulfi lled cravings and unbridled desires. 44 Given the political context of the year 1947, we may safely assume that Miłosz invokes the testimony of Thucydides as an antidote to the speculative historical theories of the followers of Hegel and Marx, 52 who extol the inevitability of progress while ignoring the part played by individuals and unchanging human nature. 53 Thucydides, who was banished from Athens, took part in the Peloponnesian War. As an eye-witness, he exposed the ruthless drive for hegemony on the part of the Athenians, which led to a bloody revolution on the island of Corcyra, in the course of which the meanings of words were changed in order to accommodate them to the new revolutionary reality:
When troubles had once begun in the cities, those who followed carried the revolutionary spirit further and further and determined to outdo the report of all who had preceded them by the ingenuity of their enterprises and the atrocity of their revenges. The meaning of words had no longer the same relation to things, but was changed by them as they thought proper. Reckless daring was held to be loyal courage; prudent delay was the excuse of a coward; moderation was the disguise of unmanly weakness; to know everything was to do nothing. Frantic energy was the true quality of a man. A conspirator who wanted to be safe was a recreant in disguise. The lover of violence was always trusted, and his opponent suspected.
[…] he who could outstrip another in a bad action was applauded, and so was he who encouraged to evil one who had no idea of it.
[…] The seal of good faith was not divine law, but fellowship in crime.
[…] Revenge was dearer than self-preservation. 54 Thucydides showed how years of fratricidal confl ict and moral anarchy eventually ruined Greece and contributed not only to the fall of individual states, but also to the demise of the very idea of democracy. The allusion to the Peloponnesian War in the Treatise on Morality therefore functions as a credible, though stylistically elaborate "human footprint on the legend" -a warning as well as a source of hope. It reminds us that although history often repeats itself, its outcome is unknown, as it is determined by an unpredictable interreaction between continually changing circumstances and the impulses of our more or less unchanging human nature: The symbolic motif of the 'end of the night' here reminds us that we cannot escape responsibility for our own words and deeds. It is an allusion to Louis-Ferdinand Céline's semi-autobiographical book entitled Voyage au bout de la nuit (Journey to the End of the Night).
55 Céline -a writer, doctor and social activist -was an opponent of colonialism.
56 During the Second World War, however, he collaborated with the German Nazi régime and subsequently fl ed to Denmark. In 1950 he was declared a national disgrace and was given a year's gaol sentence in his absence. He returned to France in 1951, after being granted an amnesty. In the Treatise on Morality, Céline functions as a contemporary version of Kurtz. The title of his famous book -Journey to the End of the Night -brings to mind the title of Conrad's African novella Heart of Darkness. Céline's fate serves as a warning to all those writers who have embraced the ethics and aesthetics of the 'New Faith', 57 which will not last for ever. The deceptive 'cocoon' of the present style 58 does not excuse us from our duty to actively resist the enslaving delusion brought about by empty words, which paint a distorted picture of the real world: An active and courageous approach such as this is adopted by Captain MacWhirr, the main character of Conrad's story entitled Typhoon. Confronted for the fi rst time in his life with the terrifying might of a typhoon, MacWhirr prefers to rely on his own judgement of the situation rather than on the defi nitions and instructions given in manuals. No less courageous are the crew of the Judea in another of Conrad's stories -and one that was highly regarded by the young Miłosz - an eventful and extremely dangerous voyage to the Far East they hold fast to the motto "Do or die" which is painted on the side of their ship. Following in Conrad's footsteps, Miłosz contrasts the self-imposed "discipline of elimination" recommended by the protagonist of the Treatise on Morality with the automatic, textbook approach of the revolutionaries, which -as we read in The Captive Mind -enjoins people to "adapt in order to be able to live in moulds that have been manufactured according to specifi cations given in the book, but which later turn out to be of the wrong size." 60 The revolutionary method requires the ruthless obliteration of all traces of the past before a new and supposedly better civilisation can be built on the ruins of what has gone before. In the Treatise on Morality this task is enthusiastically and mindlessly carried out by people who think of themselves as being 'progressive', though Miłosz somewhat disdainfully refers to them as the "liquidators" and "gravediggers" of civilisation. The last line of this stanza reveals the decision taken by the protagonist of the Treatise on Morality regarding his choice of allies in the great confrontation which Conrad, in his essay entitled Autocracy and War (1905) , saw as an inner confl ict of civilisations -a confl ict between self-seeking barbarism and selfl ess humanitarianism based on solidarity. In 1946 T.S. Eliot described this confl ict, which had become 60 Transl. R.E. Pypłacz; cf. "Nigdy chyba dotychczas człowiek nie był poddany równemu ciśnieniu i nigdy chyba nie kurczył się tak i nie zwijał próbując przystosować się i żyć w foremkach skonstruowanych według książki, ale, jak się zdaje nie na jego miarę" -Czesław Miłosz. "Ketman" [In:] idem. Zniewolony umysł (Paryż 1953) . Kraków: Krajowa Agencja Wydawnicza, 1989, p. 85; cf. "Surely man has never before been subjected to such pressure, never has he had to writhe and wriggle so as to adapt himself to forms constructed according to the books, but obviously not to his size. embedded in the history of modern Europe, as a 'war of cultures'. 62 Witkacy for his part viewed it through the optic of the antagonism between sophisticated artists and primitive philistines, whom he associated with the revolutionaries. 63 In the excerpt from the Treatise on Morality quoted above Miłosz dissociates himself from the primitive, 64 home-grown activists who have taken it upon themselves to put into practice the revolution's delusionary plans for the future. His imaginary audience of choice consists of ordinary people -whom Witkacy does not even notice -and with whom he shares his life experiences and his faith in values that are worth salvaging from the historical cataclysm unleashed by the "gravediggers" of civilisation, who are completely devoid of any qualms of conscience -conscience being, in the words of Conrad:
[…] that heirloom of the ages, of the race, of the group, of the family, colourable and plastic, fashioned by the words, the looks, the acts, and even by the silences and abstentions surrounding one's childhood; tinged in a complete scheme of delicate shades and crude colours by the inherited traditions, beliefs, or prejudices -unaccountable, despotic, persuasive, and often, in its texture, romantic. 65 In a manner reminiscent of the Biblia pauperum, the ninth stanza of the Treatise on Morality recalls the story of the Flood and the precautions taken by Noah, who built his Ark in order to save people from annihilation. Miłosz calls on his readers to do likewise -to salvage for their "grandchildren" what is left of their spiritual and material heritage, whose destruction during the time of the nineteenth-century uprisings was symbolized by the fate of Chopin's piano at the hands of Russian soldiers. 66 Miłosz expresses the idea of saving our cultural heritage from destruction by using the motif of a "treasure" that must be carried through the blackness of the night to the light of day, when it will be found and duly appreciated by the symbolic "grandchild," who would appear to be closely related to the "future grandchild" of Norwid's famous poem entitled Fortepian Szopena (Chopin's Piano). 67 The whole of this barely sketched image illustrates Conrad's understanding of the concept of fi delity being (even) fi delity to a lost cause -which, as Miłosz notes in his essay on Conrad's father Apollo Nałęcz Korzeniowski, 68 We've seen too many crimes, To be able to renounce virtue And with the words "now blood is cheap" To be able to calmly sit down to breakfast, Or, seeing how nonsense prevails, To be able to accept it as the norm.
Readers of Youth and Typhoon can easily see that the eleventh and twelfth stanzas of the Treatise on Morality are imbued with a typically Conradian spirit of active stoicism, which Miłosz contrasts with Witkacy's post-revolutionary catastrophist approach. 70 We are urged to make a thorough assessment of the new order of things and -on an individual basis -to resist the hostile and inhuman avalanche of imposed revolution in order to protect the remnants of good that dwell in every human being. As an alternative to doctrines announcing the inevitability of annihilation and death 71 Miłosz proposes Man's age-old dreams of earthly happiness -as expressed in many a European work of art:
A więc pamiętaj -w trudną porę, Marzeń masz być ambasadorem, Tych marzeń sennych z głębi mroku, Co mają pulchną twarz baroku, Albo spokojny żart etruski W powiekach jak sosnowe łuski. I trzy tysiące lat się wplata W twój sen i przeszłość opowiada, A politycznym twym wybiegom Wtóruje rechot Rabelego. (Tm 147) Remember, then -when things get tough, You're to be an ambassador of dreams, Those dreams from the sleepy depths of night, Chubby-faced, like the Baroque, Or a bland Etruscan joke In eyelids like pine scales. And three thousand years are woven Into your dream and tell about the past, And all your political manoeuvring Is accompanied by roars of laughter from Rabelais.
We may therefore say that the imaginary reader whose portrait is gradually sketched out in the Treatise on Morality is an ordinary person whose inner being harbours a potential artist. The theory of linear progress notwithstanding, this reader is above all aware of Man's centuries-old cultural heritage (as T.S. Eliot would have wished) and -at the same time, as a potential artist -will be able, as Stein tells Marlow, to: "In the destructive element immerse. […] To follow the dream, and again to follow the dream -and so -ewig -usque ad fi nem …" 72 in order to speak "to our capacity for delight and wonder, to the sense of mystery surrounding our lives; to 70 our sense of pity, and beauty, and pain; to the latent feeling of fellowship with all creation -and to the subtle but invincible conviction of solidarity that knits together the loneliness of innumerable hearts: to the solidarity in dreams, in joy, in sorrow, in aspirations, in illusions, in hope, in fear, which binds men to each other, which binds together all humanity -the dead to the living and the living to the unborn." 73 The idea of such an 'ambassador of dreams' being caught up in the politics of revolution strikes the protagonist of the Treatise on Morality as being a bitter irony of fate whose grotesqueness is worthy of Rabelais himself (hence the roars of laughter).
In the poem's thirteenth stanza Miłosz cautions his ideal reader (with a fair amount of irony) against the temptation to become intellectually subservient to the "distraught Clerks" of Heidelberg and Paris, whose infl uence is now under threat. His criticism is that -being totally oblivious to the recent experience of war -in their writings they continue to propagate the pre-war philosophical discourse of the Parisian elite, which has no relevance at all to current political realities and is indifferent to the fate of the inhabitants of Central and Eastern Europe, who have had totalitarian régimes forced upon them. The protagonist of the Treatise on Morality appreciates the elegance of Sartre's arguments and the persuasive force of his style, 74 but has to admit that at the present time there is practically nothing in Sartre's books that could be of any use to him. Although the same cannot be said of Witkacy's prophetic vision of grim post-revolutionary reality, with its forcible levelling, our protagonist cannot endorse Witkacy's "questioning of the value of life" 75 -born of despair -or his failure to see the creative contribution to history and civilisation made by good, 'simple folk' -probably not unlike the Yanko Goorall of Conrad's Amy Foster or the "human group" of Polish peasants whom Miłosz meets at a railway station in the depths of the Soviet empire when the war is at its worst. 76 The reader is therefore advised "not to count too much on people abroad" (Tm 149) and to read anything that keeps his feet fi rmly on the ground: This split-personality syndrome affecting the builders of the new world order is refl ected in the manner in which they address their fellow citizens: depending on the circumstances, their language is either high-fl own or contemptuous. In The Captive Mind (1953) -and in particular in the third chapter, entitled Ketman -Miłosz analyses the ambiguous behaviour of those whose minds have become enslaved.
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In his magnum opus of 1974 the poet describes his own situation as that of someone who had suffered a "bitter sting" (gorzkie ukąszenie) as a result of "the curses of the godless" (złorzeczeństwa niezbożnych), 83 i.e. the amoral behaviour of State offi cials. In the Treatise on Morality these two-faced, cynical and vindictive representatives of the New Order remind the protagonist of their immediate predecessors -the Gestapo. What they have in common is contempt for ordinary people, a consumerist approach to culture and an unquestioning readiness to carry out the most ruthless orders of their faceless superiors. 84 The protagonist therefore advises his readers to avoid the company of these vicious people, who are both ethically and emotionally unbalanced:
Unikaj tych, co w swoim gronie Pograwszy w polityczne konie, 82 Miłosz. The Captive Mind, ed. cit., p. 57; cf. Miłosz, Gorczyńska. Rozmowy. Podróżny świata, ed. cit., 83 Czesław Miłosz. "Gdzie wschodzi słońce i kędy zapada". [In:] Upp 1976, p. 351. It is interesting to note that the whole line containing these expressions -A złorzeczeństwo niezbożnych bardzo gorzkie jest ukąszenie. (The curses of the godless have a very bitter sting. [transl. R.E. Pypłacz]) -has been left out of the 1988 New and Collected Poems English translation of the poem "Gdzie wschodzi słońce i kędy zapada". In the original Polish version the third stanza has seven lines, whereas in the English translation it has six, the fourth line being missing. Cf. Miłosz. New and Collected Poems (1931-2001) Avoid those who amongst themselves Backing this or that political horse, As logs crackle in the fi replace, Cry out "the people", but whisper "mush", Cry out "the nation", but whisper "sh**".
The State offi cials portrayed in the twenty-fourth stanza of A Treatise on Morality are much worse than the rank-and-fi le offi cials of the Belgian Upper Congo Trading Company, as they are in the very last stages of moral decline. Having freed themselves of the age-old dictates of conscience -and in particular the commandment "Thou shallt not kill" -they think nothing of breaking a neck or two and, having betrayed their own individual consciences, 85 they have of their own free will become barbarians who take a perverse pleasure in tormenting their fellow citizens, for whom they feel nothing but scorn.
Although the picture Miłosz paints of the new rulers 86 is just as anonymous as that painted in the novels of Conrad, we are shown a bunch of degenerates who are openly cynical and whose grotesque megalomania, callousness and contempt for ordinary people know no bounds. In their minds, the idea of helping other people for the common good has been replaced with that of building a New Order on the ruins of European civilisation. What Marlow recognizes as "some kind of primitive honour" 87 among African cannibals -closely connected with Man's age-old code of behaviour dictated by the voice of conscience and a sense of responsibility for one's own actions -is completely alien to them. They are living proof of Conrad's observation that "The revolutionary spirit is mighty convenient in this, that it frees one from all scruples as regards ideas."
88 As those whose job it is to carry out the orders of the faceless authorities, they hold prominent positions in Society and care only for material gain and their own rather dubious prestige, though for some strange reason they like to come into occasional contact with the world of art. The only thing for which they really have any respect is brute force.
The protagonist's sympathies therefore lie with the masses -the "mush" or "pulp" (miazga), as they are deprecatingly referred to by those in power -who have no voice and are left to their own devices, but who -like the black natives of Heart of Darkness -have not yet lost their humanity and have not yet been completely beaten into submission. Like Conrad, Miłosz places his hopes for the world's salvation in the silent majority of ordinary people who share the same fate and who are bound together by the same dreams and desires and the knowledge … 85 Cf. Razumov's remark: "All a man can betray is his conscience" -J. Conrad […] of what was just and un just. It was they -one day […] who would protect with their hands the uncertain light, and without any illusions that they were discovering absolute truth. Though he was not one of them, he was here with them." 89 Needless to say, it is among these ordinary people that the protagonist of the Treatise on Morality hopes to fi nd his readers. Once again, we see that the ideal reader whom he would seem to be addressing brings to mind the artless Captain MacWhirr of Conrad's Typhoon (written shortly after Heart of Darkness), who -"Having just enough imagination to carry him through each successive day, and no more" 90 and being "such a stupid man" 91 -breaks all the textbook rules and calmly decides to keep his vessel on course in the face of a typhoon, maintaining discipline among the crew. Also -to the great surprise of his extremely critical and sceptical chief mate -he does "something rather clever" 92 by treating his coolie passengers with the respect due to human beings -thus avoiding unnecessary strife and loss of life -after the chests containing their savings get broken up during the terrible storm. By allotting an equal share of all the money that has been recovered to each passenger, MacWhirr not only maintains order on the ship, but also saves its owners unnecessary litigation and protects their good name.
In the words of Ujejski, MacWhirr is one of those Conradian characters whobeing "strong people with children's hearts" 93 As we can see, the Treatise on Morality draws much of its strength from the inspiring example of Conrad, who -though he himself denied ever having posed as a moralist 97 -has been seen by Polish writers 98 and by the Polish reading public (especially since the Second World War) as a guardian of time-honoured principles of good conduct and as a master of the diffi cult art of living courageously through moments of great trial. This reading of Conrad would seem to be shared by the poem's protagonist, who speaks of " […] ground where for many centuries / There has been a well-established cult of ethics" (Tm 151):
[…] glebę, gdzie złożyły wieki Mocno osiadły kult dla etyki. (Tm 151) As we know, one possible reading of Conrad's Heart of Darkness is that -at the time of its writing -it had broadly anticolonial overtones and even undermined British government policy. Like the Irishman Sir Roger Casement -whose report on the abuses committed by agents of European trading companies in the Congo he supported 99 -Conrad had strong personal and historical reasons for opposing the theory and practice of colonialism. Both writers knew all too well that the dehumanisation of particular individuals, social groups, nations and races -together with their por- Żywi i umarli. Szkice literackie, Lublin: FIS, 1991, pp. 60-65. 99 Najder. Joseph Conrad. A Life, ed. cit., 163, 337, [480] [481] 632. trayal as barbarians for propaganda purposes -was invariably a prelude to their planned enslavement or elimination and served merely to justify or distract attention from acts of violence and terror which -though offi cially committed in the name of lofty ideals -were in reality motivated by insatiable fi nancial greed and cold political calculation. A similar fate -public disgrace followed by death -awaited Casement himself for his part in the struggle for Irish independence during the First World War.
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It is no wonder, then, that Conrad sees the phenomenon of colonization as being structurally related to that of revolution -and, indeed, any sociopolitical transformation that is imposed by force. All of these bring in their wake chaos and the suffering of innocent people, while the temporary benefi ciaries are clever individuals who are utterly devoid of moral values. In Conrad's works, the real manifestation of barbarism -understood as the inability to feel compassion or to act in a selfl ess way -is the fully conscious decision to yield to the dictates of the dark side of human nature, which is selfi sh, greedy for material gain, cowardly, cruel, despotic, perverse and even sadistic. 101 The mechanism of violence that is founded on moral degradation and that is directed against ordinary people can be seen in all its hideousness in autocratic states such as the Russian Empire. That is why Conrad strongly objected to the Polish uprisings being called 'revolutions' by the partitioning powers, as they were organized by people who were willing to die in the cause of defending their cultural identitysomething that is also stressed by Miłosz in his essay devoted to Conrad's father. In Heart of Darkness, in a grotesque and diabolical setting not unworthy of Bosch, we see that the indolent and mindless Europeans who have been entrusted with the task of colonizing Africa -being overwhelmed by the local environment -gradually lose not only their health, but also their energy, common sense and humanity. In their African isolation, the offi cials of European trading companies begin to behave exactly like the cynical local mercenaries who ruthlessly oversee the work of their enslaved African brothers. In charge of this nightmare -as Marlow observes -is no ordinary devil:
I've seen the devil of violence, and the devil of greed, and the devil of hot desire; but, by all the stars! these were strong, lusty, red-eyed devils, that swayed and drove men -men, I tell you. But as I stood on this hillside, I foresaw that in the blinding sunshine of that land I would become acquainted with a fl abby, pretending, weak-eyed devil of a rapacious and pitiless folly. How insidious he could be, too, I was only to fi nd out several months later and a thousand miles farther. For a moment I stood appalled, as though by a warning.
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The topos of the world being turned upside down and people forfeiting their reason for the illusion of a better future -thus rejecting the "belief in a few simple notions you must cling to if you want to live decently and would like to die easy" 110 -would therefore seem to be an essential theme linking Heart of Darkness, The 109 Conrad. Heart of Darkness & Other Stories, ed. cit., p. 44. 110 Conrad. Lord Jim. A Tale, ed. cit., Chapter 5, p. 28. Secret Agent (set in the capital of the civilized world) and the Treatise on Morality, which laments the fact that the diabolical madness caused by the split-personality syndrome of revolutionaries has now taken hold in the very heart of Europe:
Nie sądź poza tym zbyt pochopnie, Bo różne są obłędu stopnie I z chęcią, czy też mimo chęci, Wszyscy jesteśmy nim objęci. Tak się ten przykry sens odsłania: Obłęd dziś ceną jest działania I chyba tylko eremita, Co w wieży Augustyna czyta, Sądzi, że umknąć mu się uda. Wątpliwa jednak to zasługa. Myśl, co uważasz za stosowne, Ja tutaj tylko ci przypomnę, Że diabeł, jak z lektury wiem, Jest séparé de lui-même. (Tm 152) Don't judge others too hastily, mind, Because there are degrees of madness And, whether we like it or not, We're all affected by it. And so the harsh truth is revealed: Today madness is the price of action And only a hermit, perhaps, Reading Augustine in his tower, Can think he'll be able to escape. But it's not much to be proud of. This stanza brings to mind Conrad's ironic comment -quoted above -on the subject of ethical theories of history.
111 Faced with a contemporary world that has been turned upside down, the protagonist's moral instinct is to studiously avoid excessive lecturing of his readers -or, indeed, any attempt to persuade them to adopt a particular mode of conduct. In this -with varying degrees of success -he follows in the footsteps of Conrad, who in his autobiographical volume confesses that:
One's literary life must turn frequently for sustenance to memories and seek discourse with the shades; unless one has made up one's mind to write only in order to reprove mankind for what it is, or praise it for what it is not, or -generally -to teach it how to behave. Being neither quarrelsome, nor a fl atterer, nor a sage, I have done none of these things; and I am prepared to put up serenely with the insignifi cance which attaches to persons who are not meddlesome in some way or other. But resignation is not indifference. I would not like to be left standing as a mere spectator on the bank of the great stream carrying onwards so many lives. I would fain claim for myself the faculty of so much insight as can be expressed in a voice of sympathy and compassion. 112 A tone of compassion can be detected in the words of the protagonist of the Treatise on Morality when he expresses the hope that his readers will be able to fi nd the "right path" -i.e. the right way to behave -on their own:
A zresztą intuicją wsparty, A także porcją zdrowej wzgardy, Lepiej odnajdziesz dobrą drogę, Niżeli tobie wskazać mogę. (Tm 153) But anyway, aided by your own intuition, Together with a fair amount of healthy disdain, You'll fi nd the right path -and better Than I could show you.
The protagonist tries his best to help each of us fi nd our own "right path" in life. He does so in a more direct way than Conrad, speaking outright of the importance of self-control, the imperative of selfl ess service for the common good 113 and the concept of fi delity -not to philosophical and political doctrines, but to tried and tested principles of conduct that are essential for "a healthy mind and balanced emotions" ([…] zdrowie / Umysłu, serca równowaga, -[Tm 155]). He warns against illusions spread by those who are enthralled to a destructive utopian ideology and sets great store by people's "way of life" (sposób życia):
warn readers against cynicism and drunkenness (i.e. the lifestyle of "slaves of the empire") 116 and a possible repetition of the iniquities of the "civilisation of blood and tears / La civilisation des punaises": 117 Kto w smutnym znalazł smak cynizmie, Ten się losowi nie wyśliznie. A z dobrą miną do złej gry Na pewno nie chadzają lwy.
Zwróciłeś pewnie już uwagę: Nacisk na sposób życia kładę. Masę masz zrobić na tym polu, Pomówmy więc o alkoholu.
[…] Zjawisko wódki jest ciekawe, Warto poświęcić mu rozprawę, Ze wszystkich trunków ona jedna Dymom zagłady jest pokrewna. W niej miast płonących widać migot, Przez cienkie szkło skazańcy idą, A kiedy w nocy domy syczą I w oknach pożar jest źrenicą, Nad litrem z osowiałą twarzą Zasiedli bracia Karamazow.
[…] "Cywilizacja krwi i łez, La civilisation des punaises". Whoever develops a taste for joyless cynicism, Will not elude his fate. And lions certainly do not walk about Putting on brave faces.
As you've no doubt already noticed, I stress the importance of how one lives. There's a great deal to be done in this regard, So let's have a little talk about drink.
[…] Vodka's an interesting phenomenon, And a subject worthy of dissertation; Of all drinks, it and it alone Is akin to the billowing smoke of annihilation. In it you can see the fl icker of burning towns, There are convicts walking through this thin glass, And when the houses smoulder in the night Idźmy w pokoju, ludzie prości, Przed nami jest -"Jądro ciemności". (Tm. 155-156) It's goodbye, then. Let's pass on from hand to hand This humble gift of modest wisdom. As you can see, I have no easy solution, Nor do I belong to any sect, And only you can save us. Perhaps it's just a matter of Mental health -emotional balance. A simple remedy sometimes does the trick, And when a doctor's had enough of Replying to silly remarks And being riled by the pronouncements of charlatans, He prescribes steak, broth and milk. Here's your world on the edge of a sword: The wind's picking up, and already in the grass There are little swirls of dry leaves, The pigeons have fl uttered onto the roof of the porch, A dog's just barked and a child's run across the road, Someone gives someone a signal with a handkerchief. This is your world. It's in the scale pan. The politicians have already lost the game, Their triumphs are only illusoryLike fl ashes of lightning at day's end. Mind you, none of them will ever lose Their faith in the power of indoctrination, […] What now comes down on us from on high, Is absorbed by the distillate of centuries And the end result will be quite different -A good one, I think we may safely assume.
[…] I can't give you any hope for the present, Don't wait in vain for a Truce of God, Because there's no magic escape route From the life that you've been given. Let us go in peace, we the simple-hearted, For before us lies … the "Heart of Darkness". [Transl. R.E. Pypłacz] And with this somewhat sarcastic appeal for inner calm (as a means of preserving one's own private, 'civilized' world), the protagonist -harbouring no illusions about the near future -together with other "simple-hearted" people (i.e. those who also thirst for justice) walks defi antly into the eye of the storm, just as Captain MacWhirr sails into the eye of his typhoon.
The title of Conrad's African novella -quoted in the poem's fi nal line -serves as a symbolic reminder of the irony that Poland -having undergone a historic up-heaval of cataclysmic proportions in the very heart of Europe -is now going to share the fate of the Congo during the times of Conrad and Casement.
The ironic import of the fi nal envoi/punchline derives from the triple historical analogy drawn by the poem's protagonist -colonialism, the Romantic struggle for freedom and the New Order which (at the time of writing) is being foisted on Poland by Soviet Russia. The direct reference to Conrad's Heart of Darkness illustrates the backward course of history, i.e. the opposite of the glowing vision of the future propagated by revolutionary and totalitarian ideologies.
By another irony of fate, Miłosz himself cannot deny the fact that this individual fi delity to the moral achievements of European civilisation -which, given the present situation, would seem to be the only hope of 'collective salvation' -inescapably brings to mind the Polish Romantic ideal of fi delity to the 'lost cause' of national and personal freedom.
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